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What were the processes used to 
develop Free BSD.

OS derived from BSD Unix
Two branches current and Stable
Core member, committer, contributor
− 2 year terms 7-9 member (Core)
− Mentor process for new committer

PR has standard fields
Testing (Countdown period)
Inspection
− Active maintainer 
− Significant change



Release process and 
defect density

45 day prior, 15 days to merge
30 day prior, 15 day review of new code
15 days prior, code freeze and testing



Contributed 80% of Code



Why is 3 years the magic number?

There isn't a trend 27, 
28, 42!
Only justification is 
“Mockus did it that 
way”
Who is responsible for 
the code?
Developers turn-over. 
Name resolution.

BSD 1993-2003

Apache 1996-2005



Data and Tools

netchild 2006-06-18 17:54:33 
UTC

FreeBSD src repository

Modified files:
sys/dev/usb          umodem.c 

Log:
Add support for:
- Curitel PC5740 Wireless Modem 

(Verizon's PCMCIA card)
- Sierra MC5720 Wireless Modem 

(Built in to Thinkpad X60s)

PR:             98908
Submitted by:   Michael Collette 

<metrol@metrol.net>

Revision  Changes    Path
1.58      +2 -0      

src/sys/dev/usb/umodem.c



Name resolution and PRs

Dean gaudet's identity: (there is at least one other dean on the project)
dean@arctic.org; dean gaudet

Ones that I feel should have been automatically added:
dgaudet@iacnet.com
dgaudet@arctic.org

dean-list-new-httpd@arctic.org
dgaudet@hotwired.com

dgaudet@wired.com
dgaudet@hyperreal.org

dgaudet-list-linux-kernel@arctic.org

See Bird's paper on how to do this properly.  
You cannot talk about email without doing name resolution first!

The number of people to send PRs came from a mailing list.



Hypothesis 7

“There will be rapid responses to customer 
problems.
Unfortunately, we do not have enough data yet to 
evaluate H7.”
What was the real reason?
They didn't extract from GNATs just the 
incomplete bug mailing list
This should be hard to do.
− Look for the pr in a commit, and find out when it was 

submitted.



Validity

Total deltas is useless. 
Deltas per year, or 
KLOC
Time periods are not 
comparable.


